Genomic messaging system language including command extensions for clinical data categories.
This paper, in the area of clinical bioinformatics, highlights relatively efficient means of storing, exchanging, protecting, and searching human and other genomic data, so as to make the data securely accessible to researchers while respecting patient privacy. One important idea is that the GMSL language can be considered as an extension of the way DNA and protein sequences are written so as to carry with them the wishes of the patient in regard to fine-grained consent (as well as retaining the medical experts' cautions, instructions for use, and annotation), and this is carried, whatever environment (e.g., XML) that the data is from or whatever it is going to. At the deepest level, a stream of data expressed in GMSL resembles highly compressed stream of self-checking machine code. For the reader less familiar with the computational aspects, some simple examples illustrate how the raw language looks and works as a raw stream of (interpreted) bytes. The bioinformatics applications are not confined to the clinical domain. This paper completes the initial specification of the language as previously presented and reports on some important extensions including clinical data categories.